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From mane to tail, discover all there is to know about horses and ponies in
Ultimate Sticker Book: Horses and Ponies. With information on all breeds, from
horses in stables to wild ponies roaming free, this sticker book is packed with
amazing photographs, cool facts, and fun activities, and includes more than 250
reusable stickers. Kids can create their own scene, complete a picture jigsaw
puzzle, read about mucking out, test their knowledge of tack with a fun sticker
quiz, and much more. Ultimate Sticker Book: Horses and Ponies is perfect for
young horse lovers and equestrians, and is sure to keep them busy for hours.
Series Overview: Taking subjects that kids love, from dinosaurs to baby animals
to transportation, DK's Ultimate Sticker Book series is refreshed and updated and
now features more than 250 fun, reusable stickers. Packed with activities that
allow children to create scenes, match pairs, and complete jigsaws, the activities
throughout each book are simple enough for the child to do independently, but
engaging enough to keep their interest and help develop dexterity, making these
books products parents can trust, and ones that kids will want to keep picking up
to learn more about their favorite subjects.
Minnie and Daisy are about as different as two best friends could possibly be.
Minnie is a fledgling fashion designer who loves to dream and draw. Daisy is a
talented tennis player who loves to surf. But there are a few important things that
these BFFs have in common: they both love riding their bikes, gossiping about
boys, eating ice cream sundaes, and doodling in their notebooks! Following on
the heels of the first two BFF chapter books, which featured a notebook page art
style and lots of colorful artwork, this doodle book couldn't be a more natural next
step! Within its pages, readers will be able to express their creativity by drawing
Minnie's dream date with her big crush, designing Daisy's new tennis uniform,
and much much, more!
Have a spooktacular Halloween with the cats, bats, ghosts, and ghouls in this
jack-o-lantern shaped sticker activity book. With over 300 spine-tingling stickers,
little trick-or-treaters will be kept busy on the creepiest night of the year
completing the spooky scenes and puzzles inside.
Boys and girls of all ages will love Toca Boca's Toca Life Sticker Collection,
which features over 2,000 silly stickers. You set the rules, and you decide what
Toca Life should be like! In this fun-filled sticker collection, use your creative
power to decorate and style your own unique Toca Life characters, create ickygooey food combos, build skyscrapers of ice cream, and much more! With over
2,000 stickers and 20 scenes to decorate, your imagination and play will feel
endless as you create fun and silly everyday adventures. Toca Boca app players
or boys and girls ages 6 to 9 will love this book, which features full-color interiors
and tons of sticker fun!
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Enjoy a supersized serving of interactive coloring fun, with twice as many pages
as ordinary coloring books and 16 pages of cool stickers! This big coloring book
for tweens is packed with inspiring Notebook Doodle designs and activities.
The Perfect Gift For Mothers Any Time Of The Year. Love You Mum: Doodle &
Dream A beautiful and inspiring adult colouring book for mums everywhere. Give
your mum the gift of relaxation with this inspiring colouring book. Beautifully
detailed black & white illustrations will take your mum on a journey of destressing art therapy, while the gorgeous words & quotes celebrating motherhood
will remind her just how important she is. Whether she already enjoys colouring
or hasn't picked up a pencil for years she will find something here to love. Each
of the 50+ individual drawings is specially printed on a single page with the
reverse left blank so they can be cut out and kept to create a picture perfect for
framing or displaying. Take your mum's precious free time into a new and
thoughtful dimension and show her your appreciation. "You may also enjoy....."
Dream Catcher: a soul bird's journey. A beautiful and inspiring colouring book for
all ages.
An amazingly creative book which invites kids to turn blobs into monsters, fill jars
with candy, concoct vegetable peopleâe¦every page has a new doodling idea!
Unfinished pictures, using an innovative mix of photographs and illustrations, are
combined with text prompts to set kids off on a doodling journey of imaginative
fancy as they create their own unique artwork. With 120 doodles to customize,
over 200 stickers to decorate the pages, and helpful tips along the way from the
Doodle Monster, this is the perfect book for kids who just want to doodle their day
awayâe¦
"Learn how to give your journal or planner a fun, artsy vibe with a variety of
doodles that encourage your personality to shine through. This collection of more
than 200 hand-drawn motifs includes a wide range of themes to suit your needs,
along with practice pages and step-by-step instruction"--Back cover.
With a shiny foiled cover and 160 spectacular interior pages that feature
engaging, full-color artwork, you're guaranteed hours and hours of enjoyment.
Plus, every page is perforated for easy pullout to display YOUR piece of art. The
Boys' Doodle Book is packed with pirates, dinosaurs, robots, and more, daring
boys to let their imaginations run wild! A fun and simple sentence on each page
instructs what to do, such as “draw a cool tree house,” “how will you escape
from a crocodile?” and “draw a flying machine.” So get ready, get set, and
doodle! As always, no drawing skills are required—just your imagination.
Make faces—make art! Fifty-two images of everyday and unexpected objects
provide the perfect canvases for creating funny, quirky, and completely original
faces. Just add eyes, noses, mouths, ears, hair, and more from 6 vinyl sticker
sheets packed with expressive features and other amusing accessories. Give a
sunny–side up egg zipped lips, add a moustache, and mix and match eyes and
brows. Make the moon (and a dumpling and a baseball) happy, or sad, or mad.
And don't stop there—doodle and add speech bubbles to complete the characters.
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It's the ultimate face book!
The first of its kind, The Bible Doodle Book invites kids to draw, imagine, color,
and dream as they learn Bible stories. Unfinished pictures and intriguing prompts
foster children's imagination and creativity.
This adorable board book shows the ways dragon babies are just like real
babies—from roaring for attention to guarding their treasures! You’re my little
dragon. Let me show you why! Dragon babies roar for attention (and breathe
fire)! Dragon babies explore the world (by flying)! Dragon babies love to snuggle
(just like you, baby)! Each spread in this charming board book shows a human
baby and a dragon baby doing the same thing in their own way!
Join Duggee and the Squirrels in this fun and engaging sticker activity book for
little Squirrels everywhere. Complete the activities and use the sticky Squirrel
Club badges to finish every page.
Hey, Jammers! Can't get enough of Jamaa? Then jump on into this doodle book
that lets you put yourself into the wild world of Animal Jam through drawing,
doodling, stickers, and other awesome activities! This fantastic doodle book lets
fans of Animal Jam--the number one kids gaming site in the world--explore their
creative sides as they interact with Jamaa in a whole new way. Draw your own
avatar, doodle awesome outfits for animals, solve crazy puzzles, and more!
Inside, discover 150 stickers, plenty of space to draw and doodle, weird animal
facts to make you smart, plus awesome animal photos. Up your game!
An illustrated, rhyming celebration of the love between a parent and child.
Boys and girls of all ages will love Toca Boca's Toca Life Doodle Book, which
features hilarious full-color interiors, over 1,000 stickers, posters, reusable
stickers, and play scenes! Welcome to Toca Life, where anything and everyone
is welcome! Use your imagination to fill the pages of this doodle book with stylish
patterns, cool designs, and oodles of creative doodles! Don't forget to be
silly--and that there are NO rules in Toca Life! Doodle what you would flush down
the toilet, or draw what you think Silly Burger would put on his buns! Toca Boca
app players or any boys and girls ages 6 to 9 will love this book, which features
full-color interiors, reusable stickers and play scenes, plus a double-sided poster!
Happy doodling!
Brilliant new activity book for young children who love all things purple. My Perfectly
Purple Sticker and Doodling Purse is a fabulous new activity book packed full of
everything purple and sparkly!
With hundreds of stickers, places to color, games to play, and puzzles to solve, this
sticker activity book is perfect for keeping kids entertained! This activity book is packed
with pictures to color, spaces to doodle, puzzles to solve, and over 1000 stickers! Boys
in particular will love the exciting pages filled with cool animals, outer space adventures,
robots, and more.
My Splendidly Silver Sticker and Doodling Purse is a brand-new, fun-filled activity book
that explores a color that all little ones love. Lively design and exciting photography will
engage and entertain little ones who love things that shine silver. Packed with fun
sticker activities and shaped like a fashionable purse with a carry-me handle, children
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can take their splendidly silver purses with them wherever they go. There are over
1,000 stickers to use inside the book or anywhere else.
Never underestimate the power of a determined witch. Letum Wood is a forest of fog
and deadfall, home to the quietly famous Miss Mabel’s School for Girls, a place where
young witches learn the art of magic. Sixteen-year-old Bianca Monroe has inherited a
deadly curse. Committed to breaking free before it kills her, she enrolls in the respected
school to confront the cunning witch who cast the curse: Miss Mabel. Bianca finds
herself faced with dark magic she didn’t expect, and lessons more dangerous than she
could have ever imagined. Will Bianca have the courage to save herself from the curse,
or will Miss Mabel’s sinister plan be too powerful? Miss Mabel’s School for Girls is the
first novel in The Network Trilogy, an exciting new fantasy series. A gripping tale about
the will to survive, it will take you to a new place and time, one you’ll never want to
leave.
Sticker Doodle I Love YouMacmillan
"Doodle Games Activity Book" features inventive games, quizzes, and challenges that
children can play by themselves or with friends using just a pencil. Each activity
requires doodling or drawing, and most games are open-ended, anyone who plays
wins! Kids can open any page, read the instructions, and begin having silly, interactive
fun in mere moments. All they need is a pencil (or two) and this book. Activities include:
Flick Pencil Golf, Doodle Telephone, Squiggle Art, Doodle Dares, Five Dots, Happy
Face, Sad Face Tic-Tac-Toe, and more.
Every inquisitive little girl wonders what it is really like to be a genuine princess. At the
heart of Do Princesses Wear Hiking Boots? lives an energetic, spirited, and
contemporary child who has lots of important questions for her mom. Do princesses
ride tricycles, climb trees, do chores, or have to eat the crusts of their bread? The
mother's voice is timelessly reassuring as she answers her daughter's questions and
advises her that being like a princess has to do with what we are on the inside.
An amazingly creative, themed book with a new doodling idea on every page. The
doodle starts, which use an innovative mix of photographs and illustrations, are
combined with text prompts to set kids off on a doodling journey of imaginative fancy as
they create their own unique artwork. With 120 pages of doodles to customize, over
200 stickers to decorate the pages, and helpful tips along the way from Doodle
Monster, this is the perfect book for kids who just want to doodle their day away...
An amazingly creative, themed sticker doodle book full of rainbows and hearts, cuddly toys and
friendship. Photographic and illustrated doodle starts set kids off on a doodling journey to
create their own unique artwork. Over 200 stickers to have fun with, plus a carry handle.
A spookily creative book which invites kids to doodle crawlie critters, draw jars of yuck, concoct
bony buddiesNevery page has a new Halloween doodling idea! The fantastically imaginative
selection of photographic and illustrated doodle starts will inspire kids to create their own
unique artwork. Includes more than 200 stickers. Full color. Consumable.
My Remarkably Sparkly is a brand new series exploring every child's fascination with things
that are sparkly! The super designs, bright photography, and early learning activities will
engage children so they can enjoy learning new things.
Say hello to all your favorite farm animals, in this tall board book featuring five soft, touch-andfeel tails! Cuddle up with your little one and this whimsical touch-and-feel tall board book!
Babies and toddlers will love recognizing the call-and-response of their favorite farm animals
and touching the soft, tactile tails that appear on every spread. With rhyming text, adorable
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farm animals, and an irresistible touch-and-feel, this board book is the perfect way to engage
your little one at storytime and remind them just how loved they are!
Chock-full of sophisticated and trendy images, this doodle book encourages aspiring designers
to experiment with color and pattern to create original fashions. More than 60 pages of clothing
and accessories.
Draw your way through the story! Doodle Adventures: The Search for the Slimy Space Slugs!
is a lighthearted fantasy where the reader first draws him- or herself into the story, and then
continues by following prompts and adding more illustrations and doodles. Set in space, the
book invites the reader to join Carl, a duck and member of a super-secret international group of
explorers, on a journey in search of a very important grail-like object. The book is sturdy paper
over board with beautiful cream paper—perfect for defacing! And by the end, the reader will
have co-written a tale to return to again and again, and show off to family and friends.
Pinkalicious is a girl who loves the pinker things in life. From baking pink cupcakes to painting
pink pictures, Pinkalicious knows how to make any day delightfully pinkerrif ic. With this sticker
book, you can help Pinkalicious decorate all of her favorite things!
A chunky, pocket-sized doodle book for doodling fun, anytime, anywhere! This on-the-go book
has pages of photographic and illustrated doodle starts, plus over 100 decorative stickers to
use. Super Dinky Doodles includes creatively shaped die-cuts, which can be used to stencil
shapes onto neighboring pages.
Would you like to earn your Squirrel Club badges? Duggee's Book of Badges is packed full of
them! Just follow Duggee's instructions, play and have fun. Inside, you'll find lots of brilliant
things to do, colourful badge stickers and a special reward chart with a poster on the back. Awoof!
Let your worries float away as you doodle, draw, scribble and sketch your way through this
relaxing book.
What to doodle for breakfast today? And how about doodling a new design on my school bag?
Whether it's friends, pets, family or themselves, inside Sticker Doodle You there's a
fantastically imaginative selection of photographic and illustrated doodle-starters to inspire
creativity. With over 200 stickers to decorate their art, too, kids will be inspired to create a
fantasy doodle world about their own lives with this irresistible book.
Discover 30 inspirational notebook doodle designs to color with watercolors, colored pencils,
markers, crayons, or gel pens.
Children go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an innovative new series that takes stickers to a
whole new level. Simply match the colored stickers to the numbers on each page to create
stunning works of art. This special junior version features larger stickers that are easy to grasp
for smaller artists. With over 650 stickers, children can create rocket ships, flowers, butterflies,
sailboats, and much more.
kwabu coloring books - coloring, doodling, learning! My first vehicle coloring book! Discover
digger, tractor, helicopter, locomotive, spaceship, cars and many more vehicles for coloring,
doodling and learning! This kwabu coloring book contains many big and simple vehicle
illustrations for kids from 1 years of age to ensure toddlers have a great first colouring
experience! ?? MORE THAN 25 BIG VEHICLE ILLUSTRATIONS - Car, Tractor, Submarine,
Airplane, Fire Truck and many more ?? BIG SHAPES AND EXTRA THICK LINES ?? THICK
PAPER AND QUALITY PRINT ?? ONE-SIDED PRINT: The following motifs are not affected by
color ?? IDEALLY SUITED FOR TODDLER AGES 1-3
Your favorite princess has met her match! Join in the fun as two little girls celebrate their
friendship by playing dress up, making forts, stomping in the mud, and generally doing all the
things that best friends do. Together they learn that being a princess is about more than just
crowns and dress up. It's about being yourself and sharing that with a friend.
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